**The High Privilege of Trades Unionists**

Political Action, of Which Employers Take Advantage, Is Necessary for the Emancipation of the Working Class

by James Connolly

Dear reader, what would you think if the South African Boers, if they were as acts of the British government against the Jews, found it necessary to take advantage of the very privilege they have been given the power to use in order to achieve their objects? Would you not be tempted to refuse to take advantage of the very privilege they have been given the power to use in order to achieve their objects? Would you not be tempted to refuse to take advantage of the very privilege they have been given the power to use in order to achieve their objects? Would you not be tempted to refuse to take advantage of the very privilege they have been given the power to use in order to achieve their objects? Would you not be tempted to refuse to take advantage of the very privilege they have been given the power to use in order to achieve their objects? Would you not be tempted to refuse to take advantage of the very privilege they have been given the power to use in order to achieve their objects?
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**The Divine Right of Human Need**

Subject of Profesor Geo. D. Herron’s Central Music Hall Lecture at Chicago, February 24—Report of the Address

"The rights of all the governments of the world are not sacred but are expressed in the inalienable rights of man described by human need." So said Prof. George D. Herron, who delivered his lecture on the subject of human need, which was held in the Central Music Hall on February 24th. Herron’s subject was "The Divine Right of Human Need." Herron stated that the divine right of human need is the right of every man to live and work in peace, to have the necessities of life, to be free from want, and to be protected against violence. Herron also spoke of the need for social reform and the need for the state to take responsibility for the welfare of its citizens. He concluded his lecture by saying that the divine right of human need is a right that must be fought for and defended against all who would deny it.

The second National Socialist and Political Reform Convention of America was held in New York on June 25th and 26th, with the theme "Can Reforms be Accomplished?" All those who are interested in social and political reform should write to the convention at once, to the National Socialist and Political Reform Convention of America, 177 Broadway, New York.
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Our civilization can be made better in a thousand points, while it can be made worse in a hundred.

Socialism not only promises to supply all the wealth the nation requires, but to supply it in such a manner that the produce of the world shall be divided among the people who need it.

The reorganization of the democratic party evidently means the resurrection of the party spirit, which was buried last November.

It is well to comprehend the truth that the capitalist society is not a voluntary association of men, but a combination of the worst kind, that is, a combination which is infested by itself.

Wealth, it is said, "creates wealth." Nay, it destroys it; it is a strangle, as we see, until crushed and extinguished by the genius of labor.

What is the good earth belong to?

The laborer of the land is the only man who has rights to the good luxuriant seas.

All wars, except those which were for slavery or for national equality, are to be deprecated. They are crimes against humanity.

By concentrating wealth you widen the divide between poverty and the very want in the midst of plenty, the very head of the maim.

The advance of Socialism, steadily toward the elimination of class labor from classes of conditions to a condition of free labor.

It is not a pleasant spectacle to see workmen riveting their letters with their teeth into the men whose jaws—into every individual who would say, as at work,

Kaiser William of Germany is imperially and relentlessly hostile to Socialism. So much the better for the cause. It is the battle that makes the soldier—nay, the battle itself.

A distinguished M. C. remarks that whereas the rates of wages are determined by the employer, the employers are always the rich, and the explanation is that the rates of wages are determined by the employers—by the employers.

Beginning to see something.

The greatest failure of our civilization is the universal determination on the part of those who make it possible to have and to produce, having made them, to hold for a time of the nation property, and the whole superstructure.

It occurs occasion that men come out of work and out of money, and while ready to assist those men, they are not ready to assist anything to eat. furnished by the this.

It should be everlastingly kept be
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LONDON, ENGLAND

LABOR AND POLITICS IN ENGLAND

By John Penny, Gen. Selv. L.L.P.

Labour Representation

At the Plymouth Trade Union Congress, Mr. John Penny, Gen. Selv. L.L.P., was placing the trade union movement in the forefront of the political struggle in the House of Commons. The Congress met at Plymouth on January 9th. The House of Commons was opened by Sir Henry Read, the Labor minister. Mr. Penny remarked that the trade union movement was the most powerful force in the country and that it was the only force that could save the country from the.capitalize type

A Handicap

The American Bar Association's position on the labor question is that the country is in a state of crisis and that the labor movement must bejuged on the basis of its ability to meet the crisis. The Association has called for a moratorium on all strikes and a return to the bargaining table. The labor movement must be prepared to make sacrifices if it is to reach a just solution to the problems of the workers.

The Amalgamated Society of Engineers is the largest organization in the country with over 1,000,000 members. The society has called for a general strike to demand better wages and working conditions. The strike is expected to last for at least six months.

The Lokal branches

California

Lokal branches for the State of California. The branches are located in Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Oakland.

KENTUCKY

Lokal branches for the State of Kentucky. The branches are located in Louisville, Lexington, and Frankfort.

LOUISIANA

Lokal branches for the State of Louisiana. The branches are located in New Orleans, Baton Rouge, and Shreveport.

MICHIGAN

Lokal branches for the State of Michigan. The branches are located in Detroit, Lansing, and Grand Rapids.

Nebraska

Lokal branches for the State of Nebraska. The branches are located in Omaha, Lincoln, and Grand Island.

NEW YORK

Lokal branches for the State of New York. The branches are located in New York City, Buffalo, and Syracuse.

PENNSYLVANIA

Lokal branches for the State of Pennsylvania. The branches are located in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and Harrisburg.

WISCONSIN

Lokal branches for the State of Wisconsin. The branches are located in Milwaukee, Madison, and Green Bay.

WV

Lokal branches for the State of West Virginia. The branches are located in Charleston, Wheeling, and Huntington.

LOCAL BRANCHES

Branches of the Lokal Union meeting most weekends. For more information, please contact your local branch.

WHAT IS INTEREST?

From "Money, " by John Penny, Gen. Selv. L.L.P.

What is Interest? It is money paid for the use of someone else's money. The amount of interest paid is always proportional to the amount of the loan. For example, if you borrow $1,000 for a year at 6% interest, you would pay $60 in interest, or 6% of $1,000.

Interest is calculated on the principal amount of the loan, which is the amount of money you borrowed. The interest rate is the percentage of the principal amount that you pay as interest. For example, if you borrow $1,000 at 6% interest, you would pay $60 in interest. The interest rate is the percentage of the principal amount that you pay as interest. For example, if you borrow $1,000 at 6% interest, you would pay $60 in interest.

Interest is often calculated on a daily or monthly basis, depending on the terms of your loan. The interest rate is the percentage of the principal amount that you pay as interest. For example, if you borrow $1,000 at 6% interest, you would pay $60 in interest. The interest rate is the percentage of the principal amount that you pay as interest. For example, if you borrow $1,000 at 6% interest, you would pay $60 in interest.

Interest is often calculated on a daily or monthly basis, depending on the terms of your loan. The interest rate is the percentage of the principal amount that you pay as interest. For example, if you borrow $1,000 at 6% interest, you would pay $60 in interest.
**AROUND THE WORLD**

**A NEW INVENTION ENABLES THE MANUFACTURER TO PRODUCE A PTNE FOR SOCIAL DEMOCRACY.**

By Eugene V. Debs, leader of the Socialist party, the first national party of the Socialists in this country, this year, has been ranked by the leading political writers of the country as one of the best-published and most influential papers in the country.

The Socialist party is not only a political party, but a newspaper. It is published every Saturday, and is read by thousands of working people throughout the country. It is a paper that is not only read by the working class, but by all classes. It is a paper that is not only read by people who are interested in politics, but by people who are interested in the world in general. It is a paper that is not only read by people who are interested in the Socialist party, but by people who are interested in the world in general.
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**THE PRIMER OF SOCIALISM.**

A Primer of Socialism is a book that is not only read by the working class, but by all classes. It is a book that is not only read by people who are interested in politics, but by people who are interested in the world in general. It is a book that is not only read by people who are interested in the Socialist party, but by people who are interested in the world in general.
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**THE CHALLENGE.**

The Challenge is a newspaper that is not only read by the working class, but by all classes. It is a newspaper that is not only read by people who are interested in politics, but by people who are interested in the world in general. It is a newspaper that is not only read by people who are interested in the Socialist party, but by people who are interested in the world in general.
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**THE MISSION OF THE WORKING CLASSE**

From the desk of... [signature]

**GERMAN SOCIALIST LITERATURE**

By [author name]
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From the desk of... [signature]

**TWO GREAT SPEECHES**

From the desk of... [signature]

**EUGENE V. DEBS.**

**The Challenge**


**SPRAYVALD**

A monthly publication of the Socialist party of America.

**THE MISSION OF THE WORKING CLASSE**

From the desk of... [signature]